Acceleration threshold detection during short anterior and posterior perturbations on a translating platform.
Balance control systems have usually been studied under two conditions, during quiet standing or under large postural perturbations of a magnitude that requires a postural adjustment to prevent falling. Between these two extremes lie perturbations that can be repeated and measured while not forcing adaptive strategies from the postural control system. Unlike other studies of postural control, we employed very short translations with varying accelerations at the edge of psychophysical detectability. These perturbations were vibration-free anterior or posterior translations of the platform on which a subject stood. Using a full Latin-square design set of perturbations in the forward or backward direction, with a smooth or jerk acceleration profile, and of length 4 or 20 mm, were presented to five subjects. Perceptual peak acceleration thresholds were determined by an iterative psychophysical method that forced the subjects to choose in which of two sequential intervals that they perceived a stimulus to have been presented. The only factor found that significantly correlated with detection was perturbation length. The 4 mm peak thresholds averaged 14.51 mm/s2 while 20 mm thresholds averaged 8.55 mm/s2. For the short perturbations employed in this study, detection of motion thus was dependent upon the magnitude of the acceleration, but it was independent of the acceleration profile (jerk versus smooth) or movement direction. By understanding the influences on the ability to perceptually detect motion underfoot, we can begin to understand what elements of the postural control system might be involved in the second-to-second control of balance.